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10 Must-Read Books To Inspire You This Winter
By mike schulte | November 29, 2011 at 9:48 am

Winter is upon us, which means it’s time to stock the bookshelf with titles that will bring a little warmth to the cold,
dark months ahead. Here are 10 books we think will take the sting out of staying indoors and get you inspired
this winter.

One Day I Will Write About This Place

By Binyavanga Wainaina

In this subtly crafted memoir from the Caine Prize winning author, Binyavanga Wainaina pulls
the reader into his chaotic and colorful middle-class Kenyan childhood. Juxtaposing east
African life against western cultural totems, Wainaina leads us through his youth and into

adulthood, lending a comic touch to the contradictions of ethnicity and tribal politics. Throughout, he crafts a
moving account of his shifting views on family, tribe and nationhood.

Gabby: A Story of Courage and Hope

By Gabrielle Giffords and Mark Kelly

Gabby tells the moving story of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords’ long road toward recovery after the
tragic shooting rampage in Tucson, Ariz. Their compelling memoir of love and shared public
service delivers a message of hope and redemption in the face of uncertainty.

An Invisible Thread

By Laura Schroff, Alex Tresniowski

When Laura Schroff, a successful ad sales rep, first met Maurice on a New York City street
corner, she had no idea that she was standing on the brink of an incredible and unlikely
friendship that would inevitably change both their lives. As one lunch at McDonald’s with
Maurice turns into two, then into a weekly occurrence, she learns heart-wrenching details

about Maurice’s horrific childhood. This is the heartwarming story of a friendship that has spanned 30 years, that
brought life to an over-scheduled professional who had lost sight of family and happiness and hope to a hungry
and desperate boy whose family background in drugs and crime and squalor seemed an inescapable fate.

The Convert: A Parable of Islam and America

By Deborah Baker

Deborah Baker reconstructs the contradictory life of an American woman who became one of
the pre-eminent voices of Islamic revivalism. Margaret Marcus was a secular Jew in
Mamaroneck, N.Y., who converted to Islam and moved to Pakistan in 1962, taking the name

Maryam Jameelah. Through her articles in Islamic magazines, Jameelah denounced American foreign policy
and its support of Israel. Rejecting secularism, she insisted that all law be derived from the Qur’an. Using ample
documentation, Baker digs deep into her subject’s radical transformation in a cogent and sober deconstruction.

The Beautiful and the Damned: A Portrait of the New India

By Siddhartha Deb

As F. Scott Fitzgerald explored the excesses of Roaring Twenties America, Siddhartha Deb
examines 21st Century India in all of its anxiety and turbulence, chronicling those who have
profited from India’s economic “miracle” along with the many who remain trapped in poverty
and uncertainty. Drawing on a diverse cast of characters, Deb paints a portrait of a country

suddenly infused with equal parts wealth and confusion.
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The Hottest Dishes of the Tartar Cuisine

By Alina Bronsky

The Hottest Dishes of the Tartar Cuisine is a slyly humorous tale of three women whose
destinies are bound with hilarious and dysfunctional family drama. Russian-born Alina

Bronsky gives readers a moving portrait of the devious limits of the will to survive.

1Q84

By Haruki Murakami

In this love story/mystery/fantasy, a young woman named Aomame enters a parallel
existence, which she calls 1Q84. Meanwhile, an aspiring writer named Tengo receives a
suspect ghostwriting assignment. Tengo becomes so wrapped up with the work and its
unusual author that his placid life begins to unravel. As Aomame’s and Tengo’s narratives

converge over the course of a single year, we learn of the profound and tangled connections that bind them
ever closer.

Catherine the Great: Portrait of a Woman

By Robert K. Massie

In this masterpiece of narrative biography, Robert Massie tells the extraordinary story of an
obscure, 14-year-old German princess who traveled to Russia and transformed herself into
one of the most powerful and captivating women in history.

Blue Nights

By Joan Didion

One of America’s foremost authors reflects on the death of her 39-year-old daughter, Quintana

Roo. Weaving together snapshots of her own childhood and married life with John Gregory

Dunne, Joan Didion examines her wrenching loss as well as her anxieties about the frailty of
growing old.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks

By Rebecca Skloot

Henrietta Lacks was a poor Southern tobacco farmer whose cells were harvested without her
consent over 60 years ago. Known to science as HeLa, the first “immortal” human cells grown
in culture are still alive today, and have been bought and sold by the millions. Rebecca Skloot

takes us on an unbelievable journey from the “colored” ward of Johns Hopkins Hospital in the
1950s to present day East Baltimore, where Henrietta’s family struggles with her legacy.

What book is on your winter reading list?
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